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The Red Badge of Courage Week 1                                                                                                                        

from “Civil War” Unit 4                                                                                         

 

Before You Read 

Glossary of Terms 
Refer to these words and definitions to help you understand the introduction and the text. 

WORD OR IDIOM DEFINITION 

popularized  made so many people know about it  

witnessed  was there to see 

vivid like real life because it is clear and detailed 	

psychology  how people think and feel  

crisis of will  time of making a hard decision  

courage  bravery  

receiving a fill of  having enough  

intricate  complicated  

oblique  slanted, or at an angle  

wreathed  moved in a circular shape  

set ablaze  light on fire 

 

Imagine  

Before reading the excerpt from The Red Badge of Courage, imagine you find yourself in a situation like 
Private Henry Fleming. If you joined up for what you thought would be a heroic war, and found your life 
in danger from an actual, bloody battle, what would your reaction be? What would you see? What would 
you think, feel, and do? Complete the pre-reading chart: 
 

When I first get to camp  
 

What I see at my army camp  
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The day of the battle  

 

What I see on the battlefield  
 

What I think  
 

What I feel  
 

What I do   

What happens afterward  
 

 

First Read 

Annotations 

Read the excerpt from The Red Badge of Courage (online or in the workbook).  As you read, 
annotate the story.  Use the annotation tool (online) or a highlighter and pen/pencil in the 
printed text.  The following Annotation Guidelines will help you annotate the story.  

r Highlight at least two sentences or passages that you have questions about. Enter your 
questions as annotations. 

r Highlight at least one passage that connects with something you already know and use 
the annotation tool to explain the connection. 

r Highlight the key characters in the excerpt and use the annotation tool to provide a brief 
description of what you know about them. 

r Highlight the key events and details in the passage and make annotations that explain 
the sequential order in which they occur. For example, "He wished to be alone with 
some new thoughts that had lately come to him." Annotation: First key event because 
we learn that Henry is getting some new ideas about being a soldier from his comrades, 
and needs to think about them. 

r Highlight vocabulary words and explain your understanding of the meanings based on 
how they are used in the text. 

r Highlight any additional unfamiliar vocabulary. Use the annotation tool to make 
predictions about the meaning of these unfamiliar terms. 

r Highlight two examples that show how Henry reacts to his situation. Use the annotation 
tool to explain your reaction to what he is going through in these moments. 
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Think Questions  

Write answers to Think Questions 1-5 (preferably in the online assignment, or in the 
workbook if directed).  

How to Find the Evidence  

Use the tips in the chart below to help you look for evidence in the text to answer 
the Think questions.  
 

Question         TIP! 

1. Look for sentences about Henry's feelings about war before he joined the army in 
paragraphs 6 and 8. How do they compare to his feelings in paragraph 3, on the eve of 
the battle?	

2. What do paragraphs 4 and 5 tell you about Henry's initial feelings about the Civil War? 
How are his feelings different in paragraphs 6 and 8? What changes his feelings about the 
war?	

3. Why does Henry refer to his comrades as “the imbecile line” in paragraph 9? What 
evidence can you find in paragraphs 13 and 14 to support your opinion?	

4. The text says that Henry had “burned several times to enlist” help you understand the 
meaning of ardor?	

5. What two statements about Henry’s mother from paragraph 7 help you understand 
what impregnable means, when used to describe her and her motives?	

 

How to Write Exemplary Responses 

Below is a model response to Question 2.  Copy the answer in the space provided 
online or on your paper. Note the qualities of a complete and well-written response 
as you type/write it.  Then try to model your other responses after this one in terms 
of quality and completeness. 

 

Question 2: At first, the narrator looks on the Civil War with distrust, as if it were some 
"play affair." What happens to change his mind about the war, and encourage him to enlist? 
Cite textual evidence to support your answer. 
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Sample Answer:  Although the narrator's mother discourages him from 
enlisting, he notes that "tales of great movement shook the land" as 
the war began: "He had read of marches, sieges, conflicts, and he had 
longed to see it all. His busy mind had drawn for him large pictures 
extravagant in color, lurid with breathless deeds." The news about the 
war matches the fantasies he once had about "bloody conflicts with 
their sweep and fire," and this makes him want to enlist. 

 
Skill Lessons 

 

#1: Figures of Speech 

• Watch the accompanying VOLT available online at: 
http://elaessentials.weebly.com/8th-grade.html 

• Complete the separate Skill Lesson: Figures of Speech activity sheet. 
• Complete and submit the online Skill Lesson on Figures of Speech which includes 3 

components: 
§ Watch the Skills Concept Definition video 
§ Skim over the Model 
§ Do the “Your Turn” activity 

 

#2: Theme 

• Watch the accompanying VOLT available online at: 
http://elaessentials.weebly.com/8th-grade.html 

• Complete the separate Skill Lesson: Theme activity sheet. 
• Complete and submit the online Skill Lesson on Theme which includes 3 

components: 
§ Watch the Skills Concept Definition video 
§ Skim over the Model 
§ Do the “Your Turn” activity 

 

 

 


